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T he latest study installment of T he Shullman Luxury and Affluence Monthly Pulse probes
consumer habits to get a better sense of Amazon's impact on luxury.

Seventy-two percent of ultra-affluent said that they buy based on quality and less on price,
and 64 percent said that they seek out superior service when shopping. T his study builds
upon the Shullman Research Center's last study by providing a closer look at Amazon
from the consumer's perspective.
"I’m of the opinion that a lot of luxury brands are unaware of what Amazon has done,"
said Bob Shullman, founder/CEO of the Shullman Research Center, New York.
"Big picture, Amazon has an incredibly large amount of product selection," he said. "T he
study is trying to bring it all together to show people a view from 10,000 feet of how
Amazon is positioned."
T he Shullman Luxury and Affluence Monthly Pulse Fall 2013 Preview Wave was
conducted online Aug. 20-27 among Unites States adults ages 18 or older.

A total of 1,013 completed interviews were obtained from five sample groups divided
among four income brackets: $75,000 to $149,999, $150,000 to $249,999, $250,000 to
$499,999 and $500,000 or more.
Consumer perspective
T he study found that eight percent of ultra-affluent respondents are swayed to make
decisions by celebrity endorsements. T wenty percent of all adults said that these
endorsements influence their purchasing decisions.
T hirty-one percent of ultra-affluent respondents said that they look for services and
products that are exclusive.

Amazon My Habit
T he Amazon Prime service has been embraced by 29 percent of ultra-affluent
respondents, versus a total average of 17 percent. When looking at those who bought from
Amazon in the past 12 months, the average number for Prime enrollments jumped to 29
percent and 45 percent for the highest consumer bracket.

Amazon Prime
Seventeen percent of ultra-affluent respondents reported buying products on Amazon
once or more every week.

T he backstory
Fifty-nine percent of adults in the United States have made a purchase on Amazon in the
past year, according to a new survey by the Shullman Research center.
T he “Shullman Luxury and Affluence Monthly Pulse” survey suggests that the consumer
shift toward Amazon is powered by the engines of competitive pricing and convenience.
Although Amazon’s ascent, capabilities and penetration of the luxury market are nothing
new, determining the size of jeopardized market share will help luxury brands find a
common ground with the online retailer (see story).
A supplementary study examines the consumer propensities of respondents.
Forty-eight percent of women with a household income of more than $500,000 plan to
take a luxury vacation in the next 12 months, while 41 percent of men with the same
credentials plan to take a luxury vacation, according to the report.
T he “Luxury and Affluence Monthly Pulse Fall 2013″ report teases out buying-pattern
disparities among men and women in many areas such as premium cosmetics and
designer clothing or accessories. T he report also confirms previous findings that buying
patterns across generations vary, notably in the categories of luxury vacation and
premium beer and ales (see story).
"Amazon is going to change how goods are marketed and how people buy," Mr. Shullman
said. "You need to be providing your customers with real tangible benefits that outAmazon Amazon."
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